
chapter Eight 

eLECTROMAGNETIC 
WAVES 

8.1 INTRODYCTION 
In Chapter 4, we learnt that an electric current produces magnetic field 
and that two current-carrying wires exert a magnetic force on each other. 
Further, in Chapter 6, we have seen that a magnetic field changing with 
time gives rise to an electric field. 'ls the converse also true? Does an 
electric field changing with time give rise to a qiagnetic field? James Clerk 
Maxwell (1831-1879), argued that this was indeed the case - not only 
an electric current but also a time-varying electric field generates mam etic 
field. While applying the Ampere's .circuital law to fmd magnetic field at a ---point outside a capacitor connected to a time-varying current, Maxwell 
noticed an inconsistency in the Ampere's circuital law. He suggested the 

. existence of an additional current, called by him, · the displacement 
current to remove this inconsistepcy. · 

Maxwell formulated a set of equations involving electric and magnetic 
fields , and their · sources, the charge and current densities. These 
equations are known as Maxwell's equations. Together with the Lorentz 
force formula ~Ola.Rter 4;) , they ~IIJatlcall'-e;,m~'5:liasic laws 
of eleck9!1!a&_1!,etism. , . 

The most important prediction to emerge from Maxwell s equations 
is the existence of electromagnetic waves, which are (coupled) time-
varying electric and magnetic fields that propagate in space. The speed 
of the waves, according to these equations, turned out to be vei:y close to 
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the speed of light( 3 108 m/s) . obtained from opttcai 
measurements. This led to the rema_rkable conclusion 
that light Is an electromagnetic wave. Maxwell's work 
thus undied me domain of electricity, magnetism anct 
light. f:!$rtz. in 1885, experimentally demonstrated the 
existence of elecGoma,eUc waves. Its technologtccii°use 
by Marconi and o1. ers led In due course to the 
revolution in communication that We are Witnessing 
today. 

In this chapter, we first discuss the need for 
displacement current and its consequences. Then we 
present a descriptive-account of electromagnetic waves. 
The broad spectrum of electromagnetic waves 

-12 ' stretching from y rays (wavelength ~ 10 m) to long 
radio waves (wavelength ~ 106 m) is described. How the 
electromagnetic waves are sent and received for 
communication is discussed in Chapter 15. 

8.2 DISPLACEMENT CURRENT 

We have seen in Chapter 4 that an electrical current 
produces -a-magnelic field around it. Maxwell showed 
that for logical consistency, a changing electric field must 

_also produce a magnetic field. This effect is of great 

lmportance because it explains the existence of radio 
waves·, gamma rays and visible light, as well as all other 
forms of electromagnetic waves. . 

To see how a changing electric field gives rise to 
a magnetic field , let us consider the process of 
charging of a capacitor and apply Ampere's circuital 
law given by (Chapter 4) 

f B·dl = µ0 i (t) (8.1) 
to find magnetic field at a point outside the capacitor. 
Figure 8 .1 (a) shows a parallel plate capacitor Cwhich 
is a part of circuit through \Vhich a time-dependent 
current i (t ) flows . Let us find the magnetic tleld at a 
point such as P, in a region outside the parallel plate 
capacitor. For this, we consider a plane circular loop of 
radius r whose plane is perpendicular to the direction 
of the current-carrying wire . and which is centred 
symmetrically with respect to the Wire (Fig. 8. l(a)) . From 
symmetry. I he magnetic field is directed along the 
circumference of the. circular loop and is the same in 
magnitude at all points on the loop so that if B is the 
magnitude of the field , the left side of Eq. (8.1) is B (21!' r}. 
Sowe have 

(8 .2) 
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v consider a different surface wht h h . N°' iike surface [Fig. 8.1 (b)I wht~h n c as the same boundary. This 
t!i9 pot bottom between the capacitor owhere louche!:> lhe current. but 

I+ • I 

p iM: I 
+ - I lls 115 ·oned above. Another plates: Its mouth Is U1e circular 

l~oP fJ'len:e lid) [Fig. 8. l(c)J. On :ucr surface Is s_haped like a llffln box 1
0wot1t th PP ytng Amperes ctrcuttal law lo such 

(
1 faces with e same perimeter, we,' find tha t. the left hand side of 
51,1r 8 11 has not changed but the rtgttt hand std I d 

.. , r 
q ( · t a , •e th h h · e s zero an not 11, l, 6 ·ce nocurre~ s~ .s roug t e surface of Fig. 8. 1 (b ) and (c). So .:Ve 

siflve a contradictron. calculated one way, lhere Is a magnetic field a l a 
na t p; calculate~ anothe~ way, the magnetic field a t P Is zero. 
poiJl the contradiction anses from our use of Amp . 1 ·t 11 . ce . ere s c rcw a aw. 
S~ JaW must be missing so~ething. The mjssing term must be such 
tJlt t 00e gets the same magnetic field at point P. no matter what surface illl 
t)1ll 
. t1sed-
1s We can actually guess the missing term by looking carefully at 
i . 8. l(c). Is ther~ anythir~g passing through the surface S between the 

fi!tes of the capacitor? Yes, of course, the electric field! If the plates of the 
P citor have an area A, and a total charge Q. the magnitude of the 
c~!~c field E between the plates i~ (Q/A)/f:0 (see Eq: 2.41). The field is 
e endicular to the surface S of Fig. 8. l (c). It has the same magnitude 
perJJtbe area A of the capacitor plates, and vanishes outside it. So what over . fl h .h . . 
15 the electnc ux <Pf t roug -the surface S ? Using Gauss's law, il is 

. ' 1 Q Q ... ' ., 
tfJ == IEIA:;: --c-ri = - -
"'E . &a A l 'o . (8.3) 
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Now if the charge Q on the ca~acitor plates changes with time, there is a 
current i = (dQ / dt). so that usmg Eq. (8.3). we have . 

... 
C 

(ci 
d!Pi d ( Q \ _ 1 dQ Tt = dt l sJ -&0 dt FIGURE 8.1 A 

parallel plate 
capacitor C, as part of 

This implies that for consistency, a circuit through 
which~r e 

(d<Pe) . (8 4) dependent rrent 60 dt = l · i (t) flows, a loop of 
radius r, to determine This is the missing term in Ampere's circuital law. If we generalise magnetic field at a 

!his Jaw by adding to the total current carried by conductors through point)> on the loop; 
!he surface. another term which is t: times 1 he rate of change of electric a pot~sha~ed 

u . . surface passmg flux through the sa~e surface , the r~tal has the s~rr.1e v~ue ot current t through the interior 
for all surfaces. If this is done. there is no contradiction m the value of B between the capacitor 
obtained anywhere usirlg the generalised Ampere's law.Bat the point P plates with the loop 
is non-zero no matter which surface is used for calculating it. B at a sh~~ ah~~ts 
point P outside the plates [F~ 8. l(a)] is the same as at a point M just shaped surface with 
~. as it should be. Th•e-·cu irentcarriedby~conductors due to flow of ~e ci_rcular loop as 
charges'is talled conduction current. The current. given by Eq. (8.4) , is a t~s nml abncltt"o1mfla

5
t, 

CtrCU ar 0 newtenn, and is due to changing electric field _(or electric displacement, between the capacitor 
an old term still used sometimes). It is. therefore, called displacement plates .. The arrows_ 
current or Maxwell's disnlacement current. Figure 8.2.shows the electric show uniform elthectnc and-= , ,c£, , J$& - field between e 

magnetic helds inside the parallel plate capacitor discussed above. capacitor plates. 
lbe generalisqtion m.tde by Maxwell then is the following. The source 

of a magnetic field is not Just the conduction electric current due to flowing 271 
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M E charges, but also the time rate of change of electric field. More 

i l -th total current i is the sum of the conduction current precsey, e d t db . 
d t db . a.Ild the displacement current eno e y id(= e0 (d<1> I eno e y le, . E 
dt)). So we have 

d(JJE 
i = ie + id = i,. + &o cit (8.5) 

In explicit temls, this means that_out~ide the capacitor plates. 
we have only conduction current 1~ = l, and no di~placement 
, t • · = o On the other hand. inside the capacitor, there is curren . 1.e., id • . 1 d 

d · t· current i e i = O and there 1s on y isplacement no con uc ion , • •, c • · 

current. so that id= i. . • . 
The generalised '(and correct) Ampere~ circuital law has the ~e 

form as Eq. (8.1). with one difference: the to_tal curre~t pass~g 
through any surface of ~hich the closed loo~ is the penmeter 1s 
the sum of the conduction current and the displacement current. 
The generalised law is 

f . . d<PE 
B•dl= Jlo le+ Jlo &o dt (8.6) 

and is kn~wn as Ampere~Maxwell law. · -

electric and magnetic 
fields E and B between 
the capacitor p~ s . at 
the point M.~ A cross 

sectional view of Fig. (a) . 

In all respects, the displacement current has the same physical 
eflecfs aslhe conauction current. In some cases, for example, stfddy-
electn"'c Hetcls rn a conducHng wire, the displacement current may 
be zero since the electric field E does not change Willi time. In other 
cases, for example. tlie charging capacitor abovc. both conduction 
and displacement currents may be present in different regions of 
space. In most Qf___the cases, theY,,both may be present in the same 
region of space, as th~re exisF~.2.P.~ifuctJy_ <:;~nducting or perfectly 
insulating m~ st interestingly, ther~ may be large reglutis 
of ~pace wiiere ffi"ere is no conduction current, but there is only a 

272 

displacement current due to time-varying electric fields. In such a 
region, we ·expect a magnetic field, though there is no (conduction) 

current source nearby! The prediction of such a displace·ment current 
can tle verified experimentally. For example, a magnetic field (say at point 
M) between the plates of the capacitor iri Fig. 8.2(a) can be measured and 
is seen to be'the same as thatjusi outside (at P). 

The displacement current has (literally) far reaching consequences. 
· One thing we immediately notice is that the laws of electricity and 
magnetism are nm1 more symmetrical *. Faraday's law of induction states 
that there is an induced emf equal to the rate of change of magnetic flux. 
Now, since the emf between two points 1 and 2 is the work done per unit 
charge in ~git from 1 to 2, the existence of an emf implies the existence 
of an electric field. So, we can rephrase Faraday's law_ of electromagnetic 
induction by saying that a magnetic field, changing with time, gives rise 
to an electric field. Then, the fact that an electric field changing with 
time gives.rise to a magnetic field, is the symmetrical counterpart, and is 

• . Thfi ledy(are still ~ot perfectly symmetrical; there are no known sources of magnetic 
e magnetic mo 1 ) · . electric field . nopo es analogous to electric charges which are sources of 
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JlSequence of the displacem~nt 
i co •'fhUS, time- dependent elect:rt c_u~ent being a source of a magnellc 
~elcl· 1 Faraday's law of electromag can magnetic fields give rise lo each 
otl1er ve a quantitaijve expressionn~~ic induction and Ampere-Maxwell 
JaW gi the total current, as in Eq. (B.S) this statement, with the current 
beiflgs symmetry is the existence 

O 
• One very important consequence 

of tbi qualitatively in the next tr electromagnetic waves, which we 
discuss sec ion. 

j f E·dA=Q I &o 

/.f'3•dA=0 

_ /4E.d1= -d~ J'f dt · 

-~=~_,2_~.;.,~_1n_Y·i..r~~::::eti m~b1J 

(Gauss's Law for electricity) 

(Gauss's Law ~or magnetism) 

-- .. • • .. • · · (Faraday's Law) 

(Ampere - Maxwell Law) 

[l ilDlPle 8. A ~~all~L.Rlfile_capacttor with '.circ~lar ~lates of radius 
' -i m has a· capacitance of 1 !.].F'., ~t, t = 0, it, is connect@d for charging in 
. series with~ resistor-~=.) Mrl"across a ·2v battery (Fig· .. 8.3). ·Calculate 

'. the magnetic field at a point P, halfway between the centre and the 
>periphery of the plates, after t .=· 10.,3 s.·[Tii~ ch~rge··on· the capacitor • 
at tune J is q (t) = CV. I 1 - exp (-:-t/ r)); where the- time constant r is 

. equal to C~-~ . . _ .,. .. ___ · · · 

' 1\0 1 1 · , 

FIGURES:3 

Solution The time constant of the CR circuit is t = CR= 10-3 s. Then,. 
we have " ., 

· q(t) = 0\ltl-~-exp (-t/ic)) 
.. - .. 0 =-2-x.- 10-9 [1- exp (-t/10-3)] 

The electric field in . between the plates at time t is . (·.· 
·E_ Eill)_ q · . 

- A= - ; A= n (l)~ m2 = area of the plates . 
. 60 7teo • 

Consider now a circular loop of radius (1 /2) m parallel to the plates E:l 
passing through P. The magnetic field B at all points' on the loop is 273 
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along the loop and of the same value. 
The flux <I>r,:, through lhJs loop is 
<I>E = E i,< area of the loop 

- Ex1t x(.!.)
2 

=1tE=_9_ 
- 2 4 4&0 

The displacement current 

id == 6o_d<lt = .!. dq = o,; X 10-0 exp(-1) 
, . dt 4 dt . · 

at t = 10-3s. Now, applymg Ampere-Maxwell law to, the loop, we get 
. . 

Bx 2~ x.(½) = µ,o (ic +id)=- .UO (o + id) = 0.5xl0-6 µoexp(..:.1) 

or,"B = o:74 x 10-131 ,, 
~.i ; ... ;., .... ... ; 

8.3 ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 

8.3.1 Sources of electromagntH ~~~,a-es _ 

J 

H_ow are electromagnetic waves produced? Neither stationary charg~s 
nor charges in uniform motion (steady cµrrents) _can be sources of 
electromagnetic waves. The.former produces only e~ectros~tic fields, while 
the fatter produces magnetic fields that, however, do not vary with time. 
It is an important result of Maxwell's theory that accelerated charges 
radiate. electrq..,n~iagnetic wa;:es. The proof of this basic result is. beyond 
the scope of. this book, but we can accept it on the basis of rough, 
qualitative reasoning. C6nsider a charge oscillating with some frequency. 
(An oscillating charge is an example of accelerating charge.) This 
produces an oscillating electric field in space, which produces an oscillating 
magnetic fielq, which in tum, is a source of oscillating electric field, and 
so on. Th~j!121i.~~22£,..~5l-~~~i!!c fiel~ thus regenerate each 
other, so .. ~.P~.th~.~Jl~;.J2!.9P.~ates _through the space,. 
The frequency of the electromagnetic wave naturally equals. the 
frequency of oscillation of the charge. The energy associated with the 
propagating wave comes at the expense of the energy of the source - the 
accelerated charge. 

From the preceding discussion, it ~ight appear easy to test the ' 
prediction that light is cl1! electromagnetic wave. We might think that all 
we needed to do was to set up an ac circuit in which the current oscillate 
at the frequency of visible light, say, yellow light. But, alas, that is not 
possible. Th_e frequency of yellow light is about 6 x 1014 Hz, while the 
fre uenc that we et even wilJirn3aemele ctronic circ i s is hard! about 
lQ11 Hz. This is why the experimental demonstration of electromagne :c 
wave nad to come in the low frequency region (the radio wave region), as _ 
in the Hertz's.experiment (1887). • · 

Hertz's successful experimental test of Maxwell's theory created a 
~ensation and sparked off other important works in this field. Two · 
rmportant achievements in this connection deserve mention. Seven years 
after Hertz, J~gdish Chandra Bose, working at Calcutta (now KolkataJ, 



ded tn producing and obseJVlng eleclromagnellc 
,iJcc:e of rnuch shorter wavelen~th (25 mm to 5 m m ). 
~v~ertrnent. like tha t of Hertz s , was confined to Lhc 

I ~IS to!J'· lll!Jora ound the same time, Guglielmo Marconl in Italy 
p.t:a- f-{ertz's wo,rk and succeeded In transmittin g 

follow agnetic waves over dis.tances of many kilometres. 
e1eetr0~.

5 
enrnent mark the be innin of the fi d of 

M~o~catlon using electromagnetic waves. 
ciil11~ ,;.,-- ~ature of electro~agnetic waves 
8,3•2 e shown from Maxwell's equations that electric 
[t call b gnetic fields in an electromagnetic wave are 
afld~ u each other affl to the direction Of 
....-:;;.enu1c perP atiOO- It appears reasonable , say rom our ·. 
p~ of the displacement current. Consider 
d!sc~;~~e electric field inside the plates of the capacit~r 

· ~g.ifected perpendicular to the plates. The magnet~c 
· 15 this gives rise to via the displacement curren_t 1s 

ffe.l the perimeter of a circle parallel to the capacitor 
a}ong so B and E are perpendicular in this case. This 
plates. 
. general feature . · 
15 \

0 
Fig. 8 .4 , we show a typical example of a plane 

. electromagnetic wave propagating along the z direction 
(the fields are shown as a function of the z coordinate, 
ata gwen Ume t) . The electric field Exis along the x-axis , 
arid vanes sinusoidally with z, at a given time. The 
magnetic field BY is along the-y-axis, and again varies 
sinusoidally with z. The electric and magnetic fields Ex 
arid B are perpendicular to each other, and to the 

y f . direction z o propagation. We cap write Ex and BY a s 
follows: 

Ex= E
0 

sin (kz-wt) [8. 7(a)J-

By= B
0 

sin (kz-wt) [8. 7(b)) 
Here kis related to the wave length ,l of the wave by the 
usual equation X 

IT] (8 .8 ) 
E 

'.111d rois the angular frequen cy_,_,b:: 
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Waves 

Heinrich Rudolf Hertz 
(1857 - 1894) German 
physfcist who was the 
first to broadcast and 
receive radio waves. He 
produced - electro-
magnetic waves, sent , 
them through space, and 
ipeasured their wave-
length ,,and speed. He 
showed that the nature 
of their vibration, 
reflection and refraction 
was the ·same as that of 
light and heat waves, 
establishing - their 
identity for the first time. 
He also pioneered 
r~seaich on .discharge of 
elfctricity through gases, 
and discovered th.e 
photoelecM c efiect. 

18 the magnitude of th e wave 
~cto_r (Or . pro12aga!i'on ;§C~i2!1~L 

1~5 d1rec!ion describ~s the 
.,s,g,wn of propagation oT the Y 

The speed of propagation 
t e wave is (c,;/k) . Us ing 

FIG\.iRE 8 .4 A l inearly polarised ckctrou1agnelic wave. 
propagaling in the z-dircclion with the oscilhiling eiectric. fie ld E 
a long the x-clirectlon and lhc nscillal inp: 1 ·1ti;n<'tic field B along 

the 11-dlrectiou qs. [S.7(a) and (b)) for E and B anct M 1, x y 

find 
axwe ls _equa tions , on e 

· s that 275 
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w= ck, where, c = 1/ .[AA l8.9(a)] 
The relation co = c s e s andard one for waves (see for example, 

Section 15.4 of class XI Physics textbook). This relation is often written 
in terms of frequency, v (=w/21t) and wavelength, A (=21t/k) as 

21tv == c(2
;) or _ 

-- , - l8.9(bl] 
7rTs""at'so seen from Maxwell's equations that the magnitude of the 

electric and the magnetic fields in an electromagnetic wave are related as 
B0 = (E0 /c) _ (8.10) 
We here m e remarks on some fe~tures of electromagnetic waves. 

They are ~elf-sustaining oscillations of electric and magnetic fields in free 
space, or vacuum. Tfiey differ from all the other waves we have studied 
~o far, in respect that rio mate · edium'is' involved in the Vibrations of 
th,_e electric and magnetic fields. Sound waves in arr are ongitn 
of comp ression and rarefaction. Transverse elastic (sound) waves can 
also propagate in a solid, which is rigid and that resists shear. Scientists 
in the nineteenth century were so much used to this inechanicai p1ctur~ 
t.Iiat the thought that there must be ~ me medium pervading all space 
an all matter, which respon s to e ectric an mag · c 1e s JUS 
elastic me ium -oes. They calle t is me m e e ey were so 
con~ced of the rearrty of this medium, that there is even a novel called · 
The Poison Belt b Sir ur Gonan Doyle lthe creator of the famous 
dete~tive Sherlock Holmes) where e so ar ;ystem is supposed to pass 
througli a,m1sonou s 'region of ether! We now accept that no such physical 
medium is needed. Tu_~ am.:>._us experiment Qf M!chelson and Morley in 
1887 de~olished conclu~iv~~~s of ether. Electric and 
magnetic fields, oscillatingm space and time, can sustain each other in 
vacuum. 

But what if a material medium is actually there? We know that light, 
an electromagnetic wave, does propagate through glass, for example. We 
have seen earlier that the .total electric and magnetic fields inside a 
medium are described in terms of a permittivity E and a magnetic 
permeabilityµ (these describe the factors by which the total fields differ 
from the external fields). These replace t:0 and µ

0 
in the description to 

electric and magnetic fields in Maxwell's equations with the result that in 
a material medium of permittivity E and magnetic permeability µ, the 
veloci of light becomes, 

, l 
V==--

e (8.11) 

Thus, the velocity of light d~p~nds on electric and magnetic properties o( 
the medium. We shall see in the next chapter that the refractive index-of 
one medium With respect to the other is equal to the ratio of velocities of 
light in the two media. 
. The velocity of electromagnetic waves in free space or vacuum is an 
1mportant fundame_ntal constant. It has been shown by experiments OP 
electromagnetic waves of different wavelengths that this velocity is the 
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s9111e (independent of wavelength) t 
of a value of 3x 108 m/ s. The cons~=hln a few metres per second, out 

courn is so strongly supported b Y of the velocity of em waves tn 
va well known now that this i Y experiments and the actual value ts 
5~ely, the metre is now dejins ;sect to define a standard of length. 
Nacourn in a time ( 1 / c) second:= ; the distance travelled by light in 
11 

5 
come about for the folloWing ·99792458 x 108r1 seconds. This 

~dined very accurately in terms of reason. The baste unit of time can be 
flight. eID;i,t";ted by an atom in a ar::ime atomic frequency, i.e., frequency 

0 harder to define as accuratel~ in ~lar process. The baste unit oflength · 
~siilg earlier units 0flength (metre r~ ~ect way• Earlier measurement of c 

2 9
979246 x 108 m/ s. Since c is sudS, etc.) converged to a value of about 

1 
·ngth can be defined in terms of ch a strongly fixed number, unit of 
e Hertz not only showed the and the Unit of time! 

a}so Temonstrated that the wav e s~nce of electromagnetic waves, but 
that of the li ht waves, could-b:~-w a ch had waveJen ten million ttmes 

conclusively estab shed th cted, re ac e and po ansed. Thus, 
;oduced stationary elect e wave nature of tlie radi~tion. Further, he 

p avelength 15y measurtri ~~piagnetic waves and determined their 
ws1nce the frequency of theg diStance between two successive nodes. 

wave was known (being al t th fr of the oscillator), he obtained th . equ . . o e equency 
_ v).. and found that the e. speed of the wave using the foQDula · 

v - . waves travelled with the same speed as the 
speed of hght. · 
' Toe fact that electromagnet! · · · · . i c waves are polarised can be easily seen 
in the r_es onse O a O able~ radio to a broadcastln •statio . If an 
AM radio has a telescopic an enna, espon s to the electric art of the 
s~- When the antenna is turned hortzonfal, the signal willte greatly 

.. ,clfiiifuished. So~e o~ble radios have horizontal antenna (usually inside 
the case of radio , which are sensi ve to e ma ne 1c co e · e 
e e omag~tic wave. Such a radio must remain horizonta in or er o 
receive the signal. In such cases, response also depends on the orientation 
of the radio with respect to the station. · 

Do electromagnetic waves carry · energy and momentum like other 
waves? Yes, they do. We have seen in chapter 2 that in a region of free 
space with electric field E, there is ail energy density (s0E2 /2). Similarly, 
as seen in Chapter 6, associated with a magnetic field B is a magnetic 
energy density (B2 /2µ0). As electromagnetic wave contains both electric 
and magnetic fields, there is a non-zero energy density associated with 
it. Now consider a plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation of 
the electromagnetic wave (Fig. 8.4). If there are, on this plane, ~lectric 
charges, they will be set and sustained in motion by the electric and 
magnetic fields of the electromagnetic wave. The charges thus acquire 
energy and momentum from the waves. This just illustrates the fact that 
an electromagnetic wave (like other waves) carries energy and momentum. 
Since it carries mome11h.l,IJ1, an electromagnetic wave also ~ erts pressur~, 
c<!lled J ad.iation pressure. · 
If the total enei-g{traiis'furred to a surface in time tis U, it can be shown 
that the magnitude of the total momentum delivered to this surf as_; lf~ 
complete absoroti.Qn) is, 

'< l p~ J (8.12) 

' 

,• ,, 
I ',. 
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When the sun shines on your hand, you feel · the energy being 

absorbed from the electromagnetic waves (your hands get warm). 
Electroma netic waves also transfer momentum to and but 
because c is ve lar e, the amoun · o momentum transferred is extr 
sm ~ d ou do not feel the ressure. In 1903, the American scientists 

cols and Hull succeeded in measuring radiation pressure of 
visible light and verified Eq. (8.12). It was found to be of the order of 
7 x 10-6 N /m2• Thus, on a surface of area 10 cm2

, the force due to radiation 
is only about 7 x 10-9 N. · 

The gi-eat technological importance of electromagnetic waves stems 
from their capability to cariy energy from one pface to another. The 
radio and 1V signals from broadcasting stations carry energy. Light 
carrte,s energy from the sun t9 the earth, thus making life possible on 
the earth. . 

. ~p)e ·'iz !\::;1~i,i~f Ji.~mig~e;I~ ,.;~ve ";f f~equency 
25 MHz trav~J~-in free Space~ alop.g, the x-direction. A.t particu~ar 

. ·_point ih~ spa~e and time;·"E ,,;;, 6:3 j V /m; What is B at this point? · 
', • --~1,11 ·"1- .... , ' - • . 
· Sglution,.Usirig•Eq. lKlO); th~ magnitude of Bis 

:_\ .. i ~:~:.~:'.:_~_,'<,·:. ~-- .· . -.· .. 
C . .. 

· _ 6.3V/m . _ , ·· -a 
- · .. 8 . 2.lxlO T 
. '3-x IO 'rp'/s ) -- . . . 

. ·To find · the .dire..ction;' we note that E is . along ·y-direction and the . 
' wave propagates aiong x-axi~. Therefore, B should be in a direction 
· ' perpendicular to both x- and · y-ax.es. Using vector algebra, E x B should. 

be along x-dire<;:tion; .Sine~. (+ j) X (+Ji) = i ' B is aiong the z-directiori_· 
'Tqus, · B = 2.1 x 10-s k T · .• , · ''. 

,./4ple 8.3 The magnetic field in a plane electromagnetic :: .· 
, giv7 by BY= 2 x 10-7 sin (0.5xl03x+l.5xl011 t) T. · · 
J;t'f yiat is the wavelength and frequency of the wave? 
j?f Wrtte an expression for the electric field. . 

Solution 
(a) Comparing the given equation with 

. ·[ (X t)] · B = B sin 21r -:-+ - · 
Y O · ).. T 

. . . . 2;r 
W~ gel, 1 == 3 m = 1.26 cm, 

• ..t. 0.5 X 10 

q ', I 1 
and · T ,=-v= (I.5 x 1011 )/21t = 23.9 GHz 

(b) E = B c..:. '> 10-1 s . o o :- 4°1 x T x 3 x 10 rri/s = 6 x 101 V /m 
The electric fi Id · . . propagatiori compone~t is perpendicular- to the direction of 
electric field d the dti;ectton of magnetic field. Therefore, the 
E = _

60 
· ' component. along the z~a:xts is obtained as. -' . . , 

z:, ' sin (0.5 x 1?3x+ .(5 'x 1011_ t) V/m ,_ ' 
J. 
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..,.;,pie 8.4 Light With an energy 0 _.. · rf t UX of 18 W / . 2 r 1 • oecting su ace a . norq:ial incidence If . cm ia ls on a non-
re crn2, find the average force exert~d the surface has an area of 
zO te time span. on the surface during a 30 
fTll,rlll . ' 

solution 
total energy falling on the surface ls 

'f)1e / 2) ( 2 . V= (18 W cm x 20 cm) x (30 x 601 
. 5 

= 6.48 X 10 J 
e the total ·momentum d u d (' 'f)1ere1or , , e vere 1or complete absorption) ls 

U 6.48 X 105 J -3 
p= c= 3 xl0Bm/s = 2 .16 X 10 kg m/s 

'f)1e average force exerted on the surt:ace is 

p - 2. 16 X 10-3 = 1.2 X 10-6N 
F= t- 0.18xl04 

J-IoW will result pe ~od~ed·_ if ~e-s,urfac.e.)~.;~ perfe'ct ~eflector? ,-

. . '~ :, .. ~~~,:~-. __ · .; .. 

1aniple 8.5 Calculate the electric and magnetic fteld.s produced by 
the radiation coming from a 100 W bulb at a. distance of 3 m. Ass~:rile 
thaf the efficiency of the b~lb is 2_. 5% and it is a poip.t source: _ 
Solution The bulb, as a point source, radiates light in all cli~ecti~ns 
unifo~Y· At a distance of 3 m, the surface ~e·a of the : urrpilndfrtg -
sphere 1s 

2 2 ·2 A=41tr =41t(3) =113m - ~t. 
The int.ensity at this distance is 

Power l00W x 2.5% •· 
I== Area = 113m2 l ; 

· = 0.022 W /m2 . · . . · · .• ·. _· · ;_ ,j 
Half of this intensity is -provided by the electric fieid and _half by the·.·1 
.magnetic field . · · · · - . 1 

I 1 ( 2 ) 2 I = 2 e0 Ermsc 

= ½(o.022w /in.2) 

E = 0.022 V/m 
rms ( 8.85 X 10-12 

)( 3 X 108
) 

= 2.9V/m _ 
The value of E found above is the • roof mean square value of the 

. . ' electric field. Since the electric field in a light beam is sin.usoidal, the 
peak electric field, E~ is - - · 

· Eo = = x 2.9V/m 
. =4.07V/m -

Thus, you see that the electric field strength of. the light that you use 
for reading is fairly large. Compare it with electric field strength of 
1V or FM waves; which is of the oi;der of a few microvolts per . metre. · 

j .~ 
. j 
ij . 

, 

I 
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Now, let us calculate U1e s trength of the magnetic fi eld. It is 

B = E"'L' 2 .9 v m-1 o-u 'r 
ffi 'IS = 8 I = 9.6 X 1 
. c 3x J0 ms-

Again , s ince th e fi eld in th e ligh t beam ls s in uso ldal, the peak 
magnetic fi eld /~ B0 ,=; Ji, Bnn.• = 1.4 x 10-B T. Note that although the 

in the m a 1 - ·· d Is ec ual to the ener in ·t he electric 
1e masµ,rt tc field ~treg"tb is evidently very weak. 

• 

8.4 ELECTROMAGNETIC, SPECTRUM 

At the time Maxwell predicted the existence of electromagnetic waves, the 
only familiar electromagnetic waves were the visible light waves. The existence 
of ultraviolet and infrared waves was barely established. By the end of the 
nineteenth century, X-rays and gamma rays had also been discovered. We 
now know that, electromagne~ ~ include vi~ible light waves, X-rays, 
gamma rays; radio waves, microwaves; ultraviolet and infrared waves. The 
classiflcatlon·of em waves atcotding to fre uen is the electrom etic 
spec m ·g. 8. . Ihere IS no s p wision etween one kind of wave 
and the next. 'lhe classification is baSed I oag1:tly on how the waves alt 
producoo ·artdt ot detected. 

Frequency, Hz Wavelength, m 

1023 

1022 

1021 

1020 . 
Gamma r-ays-------< 

>--'----- X-rays ____ , 

-10·•• 

- 10·" 

1ir1
_
2 

10· " 
- 10·10 1019 

10 18 

~::: • _ _ - Ultraviolet-1{. --~~t· 
. ---:- ' 10·1 

1015 
- Visible 10·• 1014 ~---- -----'-'-'-=;:,__-------.---I 

· .. 10·5 
10" 

1012 

10 11 

1010 

10• 

10' 
107 

106 

IO' 
104 

10• 

102 

10 

,,,_ _ _ Infrared ____ ----< 

. Microwaves ----{ 

Short radio waves ___ , 

·}T~levision and FM radio--[ 

AM radio-----< 

-- Long radio waves----\ 

·-10--4 

1't:r' 
- 10~. 

10· ' \ 

- 10' 
102 

10' 
10• 

JO' 

10" 
10 7 

400nm 

Violet 

450 n 

Blue 

500nm 

Green 

550 n 

Yellow 

600 n 
Orange 

650nm 
Red 

700 nm 

r· 
5 The electromagneLic spectrum, with common n utlL'S tor \ ·iriott 

· i t. The various regions do not have sharp!) rk-11,1, I b<>t1r.d,11 c . 
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we briefly des~ribe these different types of electromagnellc waves. 
of decreasing wavelengths. 

((ief 
0 

1 }tr. ho ,~r-, , 
g.4• 

diO waves are produced by the ~ celerated motion of charges in conducLing 
5

_ 'J11eY are used in radio ana television communication systems. They 
\~generall)(-in-the freq':}ency range from 500 kHz to about 1000 MHz. 
fi!Ce AM (aillPlitude modulated) band is from 530 kHz to 1110 ki-iz. @giier 
'fll qu'trides ~fo 54 MHz are used for short wave bands. 1V waves range 
f!f rJl 54 MHz to 890 MHz. The FM (frequency modulated) radio band 
~endS from 88 Mttz to luts MFlz."'t:ellular phones use radio waves to 
tJ1111si:nit voice communication m the'\ucrahigh frequency (UHF) band. How 
tbese waves are transmitted and received is described in Chapter i 5. 

g,4,2 !. :~r • 
r&crowaves (short-wavelength radio waves), with frequencies in the 
gigahertz (GHz) range, are produced by special vacuum tubes (called 

r·· .... ,. 
.. Microwave • ? uVO,, 

ld,ftr~S, magnetrons and Gunn diodes). Due to their short wavelengtfis, 
tlie)' are suita'6Ie for the radar systems used.in aircraft navi~ tlon. Radar 
also provides the basis tor"the speed guns used to time fastballs, tennis-
serv:es, and automobiles. Microwave ovens are an interesting domestic 
application of these waves. In such ovens, the frequency of the microwaves 

15 selected to match the resonant frequency of water molecules so that 
energy from the waves is transferred efficiently to the kinetic energy of 
the molecules. This ~aises the temperature of any food conJainiµg water. ua•••.il 

~XL!_® rr;$j ~48 
. . 

Toe spectrum of electromag,:ietic radiation contains a part known as microwaves. These 
waves have frequency and energy smaller than visible light and wavelength larger than it. 
What is the principle of a microwave oven and how does it work? 

Our objective is to cook food or warm it up. All food items such as fruit, vegetables , 
meat, cereals, etc., contain water as a constituent. Now, what does it mean when we say that 
a certain object has become warmer?When the temperature of a body rises·, the energy of 
the random motion of atoms and molecules increases and the molecules travel or vibrate or 
rotate with higher energies. The free~ tatlon of water molecules is about 300 crore 
hertz, which is 3 gigahertz (GHz). Ifwaterreceives microwaves of this frequency, its molecules 
absorb this raciiatffliCwiucnTs equivalent to heating up water. These molecules share this 
energy with neighbouring food molecules, heating up the food. 

One should use porcelain vessels and not metal containers in a microwave oven because 
of the danger o~~~i,n~s!$rr§~,~f,<21P.ulated electric char~ s. Metals may also melt -
from heating. e porcelain container remains unaffected an cool, because its large 
molecules vibrate and rotate with much smaller frequencies, and thus cannot absorb 
microwaves. Hence, they do not get heated up. 

Thus, the basic principle of a microwave oven is to generate microwave radiation of 
appropriate frequency in the working space of the oven where we keep food. This way 
energy is not wasted in heating up the vessel. In the conventional heating method. the vessel 
· on the burner gets heated first, and then the food inside gets heated because of transfer of 
energy from the vessel. In the microwave oven, on the other hand, energy is directly delivered 
to water molecules which is shar~d by the entire food. 
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8.4.3 Infrared waves 
I~rared waves are produced by hot bodies and molecules. This band 
Hes adjacent to the low-frequency or7 ong~wave length end of the Visible 
spectrum. Infrared waves are sometimes referred to as heat waves. This 
is because water molecules resent'in most materials readil 4tbsorb 

. infrared waves many o er molecules, or examp e • , so absorb 
infrared wa;;s): After absorption, their thermal motion mcreases, a is, 
they he~t up and heat their surroundings. Infrared lamps are used in 
physical therapy. Infrared radiation also plays · an important role in 
maintaining the earth's warmth or average temperature through the 
greenhouse effect. Incoming visible light (which passes relatively easily 
through the atmosphere) is absorbed by the earth's surface and re-
radiated as infrared (longer wavelength) radiations. This radiation is 
trapped by greenhouse gases such as car~on dioxide an? _water vapour. 
Infrared detectors are used · satellites, both for military oses. 
and to observe growth of cro s. Electronic devices or examp e 
semicon · uc or ig emi tin 10 es) also emit infrared and are widely 
used in the remote switches of household electronic systems such as 1V -s~. _video recorders and hi-fl systems.• 

8.4.4 Visible rays 
It is the most familiar form of electromagnetic wa~es. It is the part of the ;, __ 
spectrum thai fs deteded by the human eye. It .runs from about 
4 x 1014 Hz to about 7 x 1014 Hz or a wavelength range of about 700 -
400 nm. Visible light emitted·or reflected from oojects around us provides 
us. Information about the world. Our eyes are sensitive to this range of 
wavelengths. Different animals are sensitive to different range of 
wavelengths. For example, snakes can detect infrared waves, and'the 
'visible' range of many insects extends well iilto the utraviolet. 

. -· - - ·· &e · 111: --~•ii.liil"'-'ll:n:mliGlilrlilli ___ _ 

8.4o5 Ultraviolet rays 
It covers wavelengths ranging from about 4 x 10-7 m (400 nm) down to 
6 x ior10m (0.6 nm). Ultraviolet (UV) radiation is produced Sy speciaF 
lamps and v~~~thbodies. The sun is an important source of ultraviolet 
light. But fortunately, most of it is absorbed in the ozone layer in the 
atmosphere at an altitude of about 40- 50 km. UV light in large quantities 
has harmful effects on human~ Ei°p~sui-e to UV radiation induces the 
production of more ~~!8;1ln, causing tanning of the skin. UV radiation is 
absorbe8 by ordinary glass. Hence, one cannot get tarmed or sunburn 
through glass windows~ --- - -

Welders w_ear spec!!:1 glas~ go_gg!:s or fact; masks with glass windo~s 
to protect therr-e~ s fro.PJ<;J;rge produced by welding arcs. 
Due to its shorter wavelengths, UV radiations can be focussed into yeqr -
12_~ow b~a~s for high precisio~ ~ pITcations-such as LASIK (Laser-
asi.iste~ in situ1:eratomileus~ e~ surgery.1JV lamps are us3ect'toj§il,_ 
erms m water purttiers. • . 

Ozone ayer m e atmosphere plays a protective role and hence its 
depletion by chlor fl b ' . . 0 uorocar ons (CFCs) gas (such as freon) is a matter 
of mtemational concern. 
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Yortd the UV region of the electromagnetic spectrum Iles the X-ray 
13e we are familiar With X-rays b 

triOfl• ecause of Its medical appHcattons . It 
~~ers wavelengths from about 10-s m (l0 nmj down to 10- 13 m 
c 0--4 orn), One common way to generate X-ray~ ts to bombard a metal 
(~ high energy electrons. X-rays are used as a diagnostic tool In 
t edJci.Ile and as a tr~atment for certain forms of cancer. Because X-rays 
!llda.I!!a e or destro hvin tissues and organisms, care must be taken to 

\TOid unnecessary or over exposure. 

;,:.;' Gamma rays -

ey Ue in the upper frequency range of the electromagnetic spectrum 
: d have wavelengths of from about 10-1om to less than 10-14m. This 
ptgh frequency r~dia~ion is produced7n nuclear reactions and 
a}so enutted by radioactive nuclei. They are used in medicine to destroy 
caJJcer cells. . · . 
~ 8.1 summ~s~s different types 9f electromagnetic waves, their 

production and detecti~ns. As mentioned earlier, the demarcation 
'between different region 1s not sharp_ancl. t}J.ere are over laps. 

TABLE 8.1 DIFFERENT TYPES OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 

: ·- .. 
Microwave 

Infra-red 

,Ught 

illtraviolet 

X,rays 

Gammarays 

0.lm to 1 mm 

1mm to 700nm 

700 nm to 400 nm 

400 nm to 1nm 

. 1 nm to 10-3 run 

<I0-3 nm 

Rapid acc~leration ~cl 
decelerations of electrons 
ih aerials : • 

. Klystron.valve or 
magnetrqn valve 

Vibration of atoms 
and molecules 

,\:,, 

Electrons .in atoms erilit 
light when they move from · 
one energy level to a 
lower energy level 

Inner shell electrons in 
afoms hioving from one 

_ energy level to a lower level 

X-ray tubes o\ inner shell 
electrons 

Radioactive decay of the 
~ e{is 

Point contact diodes 

' Thermo iles 
Bolometer Infrared 
photographic film 

The eye 
Photocells 
Pholbgraphic film 

Photocells 
Photographic film 

Photographic tllm • 
Geiger tubes 
Ionisation chamber 

-do-
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es: y-rays, X-rays, ultraviolet rays , V18 lb ll:l rays , Infrared rays, 
11t1fTI waves ande radio waves In ord_er of lncreasllig wavelength frorn IO l A 
riitc~.12 111 to 10 m. 
or 1 

interact with matter vta their electrlc and magnetic fields which set 
111eY c1J1atton charges present In all matter. The detailed tn teracUon and 
111 : e mechanism of absorption, scattering, etc. , depend on U1e wavelength 
s0 t11e etectromagnetlc wave, and the nature of the atoms and molecules 
of medium. 
111 t11e . ,.,,.. _.,, 

.• ,} ' 
. POINTS ·to PONDER 

/
, flie bastc ,'difference between various types o.f electromagnetic waves 

ues in ~eir wavelengths or frequencies stnce,all <,:>f them travel through . 
vacuum with th~ ·.same . speed. Consequently, the waves differ 

f considerably in ths:;ir mode of interaction with matter. · 
1 - ( Accelerated_ charged, P,articles radiate e~e.cg-~ipag; e!i,c; Toe . 

J ·- wavelen h f -the netic w · ofte · 
chara teristic size of the s stem that radiates. T}lus, gamma radiation, 
haVIO ~avelength of 10· m t~ 10~- m, typ!f~ ly°orlginate frolh ,i 
atomic nµcteus. X-rays are emitteq from heavy ato·ms ·:·Radio waves 
are . produced by acceler~ttng electron's iil a circuit. A transmitting 
antenna can most efficiently radiate waves having ·a wavelength of 
about the' same size as the antenna. Visible radiation emitted by1atoms 

. •s, however, much longer in w:avelengfifman atomic size. · Y The oscillatin fields _of~ electroma netic wave can''accelerate charges 
.. an ca.i1 produce oscillating currents::Th~refore; an ~ppara l!s es a 

:- rniletect eiectromagnerk~ is'based on'· this fact. Hertz original 
, 'recel:ver1 worKe~ay; The ~ame'ba~~c pril).cipfe is_ utilised .; · 

· nr=pi achca!Iyaif moenireceiving d~vices·. High frequency 
electroma netic .~!~-~!. d~tef t@,;.by other. means tiased on ffie 

. SIC effects ~ ey p~O~US~ l~P, iaj~actirig with matter . 
. Infrared waves, with frequencies lower- than those-of visible light, 
· vibrate not only the _ electrons,, );>J;It ,!ntire atoms . or molecules of a 
"su6sfance This: vibration increases the internal energy and 
~ons2ique';t1y, th€ tempcrature of the substance. This is ~hy infrared 

aves are often calle~ . . . . . 
The/centre of sensitivity of our eyes coincides with the., centre of the . 

·, '. wa~~lengt1i cff'sffibutton 6f.ffi~~~,t1s15ec'au s~ hu,.m~bioo;.e¥olved_ ' 
. with· visions"..,most 's'ens"t~o the' §.t°fii.ii'~g. ,:i!iaxelmgths from . the ~n, _,,,,.,.,_.,...,._....._~._., •'U>'- -h "• • f ....... 

8,1 Figure 8.6 shows a ~apacitor ma de of two circular plates each of 
'radius 12 cm, and sepa rated by 5.0 cm. The capacitor is being 
Charged by an external source (not s hown in the figure). The 
charging current is constant and equal to 0.15A. 

(a) Calculate the capacitance and the rate of change of potential 
difference between the plates. · 
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